This paper aims to analyze the impact of trucks on traffic flow and propose an improved cellular automaton model, which considers both the performance difference between passenger cars and trucks and the behaviour change of passenger cars under the impact of trucks. A questionnaire survey has been conducted to find out whether the impact of trucks exists and how the behaviour of passenger car drivers changes under the impact of trucks. The survey results confirm that the impact of trucks exists and indicate that passenger car drivers will enlarge the space gap, decelerate, and change lanes in advance when they are affected. Simulation results show that traffic volume is still affected by percentages of trucks in the congestion phase in the proposed model compared with traditional heterogeneous cellular automaton models. Traffic volume and speed decrease with the impact of trucks in the congestion phase. The impact of trucks can increase traffic congestion as it increases. However, it has different influences on the speed variance of passenger cars in different occupancies. In the proposed model, the relative relationship of the space gap between car-following-truck and car-following-car is changeable at a certain value of occupancy, which is related to the impact of trucks.
Introduction
With the development of truck transportation, the number of trucks and their proportion in freeway traffic have been increasing significantly in the world. The average percentage of trucks in most freeways in China is around 25% and some can even reach as much as 60% [1] . The number of trucks has increased by 75% in the USA and this trend will continue over the next decade [2] . The development tendency of trucks in Australia is consistent and the kilometers travelled by trucks are predicted to increase by 74% between 2003 and 2020 [3] . Although trucks play a key role in road freight transport, they are also an important factor of traffic crash and congestion. Trucks have a great impact on freeway capacity and freeway overall performance, among others, because of their physical (e.g., size) and operational (e.g., acceleration/deceleration) characteristics [4] . Large-sized trucks can block the sight distance of following vehicles and trucks will obstruct the operations of fast vehicles due to the poor acceleration and maximum speed. In addition, it has been found that trucks have an influence on surrounding vehicles, which makes the driving behaviour of these vehicles change [5] . In general, although trucks only occupy a small proportion of traffic flow, they have a pronounced impact on the traffic. Hence, it is important to study the impact of trucks to help improve traffic operations.
The study of traffic flow has attracted many researchers from different fields because of its complexity and comprehensiveness and many theoretical approaches have been presented, such as hydrodynamic models, gas kinetic models, car-following models, and cellular automaton (CA) models [6, 7] . Among them, a CA model is a microscopic model used to construct complex systems and the time, space, and state of it are all discrete. It can use fairly simple rules to reflect complicated vehicle behaviour and interaction in the real world and has a high computational efficiency. Another 2 Discrete Dynamics in Nature and Society advantage of a CA model is that it is easy for computer simulation because there is no transformation of "discretecontinuous-discrete." Therefore, a CA model is widely used to simulate vehicle movements on the road. Di Gregorio and Festa, Cremer, and Ludwig proposed the CA traffic model earlier [8, 9] . Afterwards, Nagel and Schreckenberg proposed the NaSch model, the most famous CA models, in 1992, thus extending the maximum speed and introducing the randomization probability [10] . The NaSch model has laid a basis for the development of CA models later. Many CA models have been developed based on the NaSch model to reflect some real and special phenomena in the world, such as metastable situations and oscillatory congested states [11, 12] . These models include the FI model that improved the acceleration rules [13] , the VDR model that introduced the slow-to-start rules [14] , and the BL model that considered the effect of preceding vehicles [15] . Since most roads in the world have two or more lanes in one direction, lane-change rules have been developed from the single-lane CA model into the multilane CA model. Some complex traffic problems have been simulated through these models and abundant research results have been obtained [16] [17] [18] .
Heterogeneous traffic flow composed of passenger cars and trucks is a common phenomenon in road traffic. However, few CA models are built for heterogeneous traffic flow. Most of them are built for homogenous traffic flow currently, which means only cars in the system. Meng and Weng have constructed a heterogeneous CA model for freeway work zones. There were two vehicle types in the system and each had different characteristics [19] . Jia et al., Ebersbach et al., and Xiao et al. used the heterogeneous CA model to study the impact of trucks on traffic flow. They studied the influence of vehicle length, truck percentage, and maximum speed on the system performance [20] [21] [22] . For the existing CA models, when modelling heterogeneous traffic flow, they only give different characteristic parameters (e.g., vehicle length, acceleration, and maximum speed) for different vehicle types, but the update rules are still the same. In this case, no difference of the behaviour of passenger cars can be observed when under the influences of trucks and cars. Therefore, the impact of trucks on traffic flow as reflected by these CA models is determined mainly from the differences of performance between passenger cars and trucks, while the impact of trucks on the behaviour of passenger cars is ignored in these models. However, many studies have proved that passenger cars are frequently affected by trucks on the road and their driving behaviour will change significantly, such as headway, speed choice, and lane-change decision [23] . Therefore, the existing heterogeneous CA models will underestimate the impact of trucks on traffic flow and some simulation results may be far from the actual traffic flow. The heterogeneous CA models could be improved dramatically by considering the impact of trucks.
The primary objective of this study is to analyze the impact of trucks on traffic flow using an improved heterogeneous CA model. More specifically, this study includes the following two tasks: (1) to propose an improved heterogeneous CA model considering both the performance differences between passenger cars and trucks and the impact of trucks on the behaviour of passenger cars and (2) to analyze the impact of trucks on traffic flow under different conditions through computer simulation. In the following section, a survey is performed regarding the impact of trucks. In Section 3, the development of the improved heterogeneous CA model is presented. Section 4 shows the simulation results and analysis. The findings are summarized while conclusions and suggestions for further research are provided in the end.
Survey and Data Analysis
In order to understand the impact of trucks on the behaviour of passenger car drivers, a questionnaire survey has been conducted in Nanjing, Jiangsu Province, China. The respondents were passenger car drivers. The survey was conducted in three places. The first survey was conducted in a service area of Shanghai-Nanjing freeway on December 1, 2015. A total of 165 responses from passenger car drivers were collected. The second survey was conducted in the parking lot of Nanjing Railway Station on December 6, 2015. A total of 200 responses were collected. The third survey was conducted in the parking lot of a supermarket on December 12, 2015 . A total of 185 responses were collected. After removing the invalid questionnaires, 520 samples were obtained. Among the samples, in regard to the gender, 31.73% were females and 68.27% were males. Concerning their age, 54.81% were under 30 years of age; 15.38% were between 30 and 40 years of age; 27.88% were between 40 and 50 years of age; and only 1.92% were above 50 years of age. For their driving experience, 38.46% had less than 1 year of driving experience, 29.81% had from 1 to 5 years, and 31.73% had more than 5 years.
There are 5 questions in this survey and the results are presented in Figure 1 . The first is whether there is an impact when passenger car drivers drive behind a truck. The results displayed that 95.77% of the passenger car drivers indicated that the impact existed. A 7-point Likert scale was used to let these drivers estimate the degree of the impact, where 1 denoted very mild and 7 very serious. The minimum value obtained was 2 and the maximum value was 7. The average degree of the impact was 4.34 and variation was 2.09. These results mean that trucks have a significant impact on the following passenger cars. The second question is what the biggest impacts of trucks are. The three main truck impacts were sight distance obstruction, speed reduction, and psychological pressure in proportions of 39.42%, 34.62%, and 17.31%, respectively. It can be found that the big size and poor operation performance result in the impact of trucks and psychological pressure cannot be ignored. The third and fourth questions are about the car-following behaviour when following a truck. Almost all the respondents chose to enlarge the space gap when following a truck (89.42%), only 2.89% chose to narrow the space gap, and 7.69% chose to keep the constant space gap. The speed choice was investigated in the fourth question. 72.12% of the drivers would decelerate and 27.88% of the drivers would still keep the same speed when they felt the impact of a truck. From these two questions, it is obvious that passenger car drivers intend to keep a larger distance between the preceding truck and themselves and decelerate. The last question is about the lane-change behaviour when following a truck. 47.12% of the drivers chose to change lanes immediately when they felt the impact of a truck. 32.31% of the drivers chose to change lanes in advance, but not immediately. 20.57% of the drivers' lane-change behaviour was just the same as that when following a car. Moreover, a further question was concerned with whether they would change lanes in advance when following a truck even though the current lane can still satisfy their speed. 54.48% of the drivers said yes. The fifth question indicates that the impact of trucks makes passenger car drivers tend to change lanes.
From the survey, the impact of trucks on the following passenger car exists, including sight distance obstruction, speed reduction, and psychological pressure. The behaviour of passenger car drivers will change under the impact, like to enlarge the space gap, decelerate, and change lanes in advance. Therefore, if the update rules in the CA model are still the same for passenger cars under the impact of trucks, it would cause some problems and reduce the accuracy of the model.
Improved CA Model and Relevant Parameters
In this section, the parameters used in the CA model are first presented. Then the improved CA model is proposed to consider the impact of trucks. front ( ) and back ( ) represent the space gap between vehicle and its two neighbour vehicles on the other lane. The acceleration and deceleration rates are represented by acc and dec, respectively. The time step is represented by . In the improved CA model, imp is introduced to indicate the impact of trucks quantitatively. The impact of trucks increases with the growth of imp. Actually, imp is a very complicated parameter because it is variable in different conditions and sensitive to lots of factors, such as the type of trucks, the car driver's characteristics, and the relative relationship between the car and its front truck. Moreover, the relationship between imp and these factors is complex. Since we do not know how these factors affect imp specifically because of the lack of the data for this aspect, we made this problem simplified that trucks will produce the same impact when cars are following the trucks; that is, the values of imp for all the trucks are identical. This simplification makes the simulation in the experiment more feasible and easier. Also, by this way, it is more convenient to study the impact of trucks on traffic flow by changing the value of imp.
Improved CA Model.
When simulating vehicle movements on the road, the update rules for the passenger car following a truck are different. We call it the truck impact rule. In other cases, (e.g., the passenger car following a car) the basic rule is used, which is based on the NaSch model.
Lane-Change Rules.
In the basic rule, vehicles will change lanes with probability when the following three criterions are satisfied.
Interval criterion:
Incentive criterion:
Security criterion:
is the critical lane-change probability. and ℎ , respectively, represent the time interval of lane change of vehicle and the permitted time interval of lane change, which are used to avoid changing lanes frequently. ( ) is the speed of the neighbour following vehicle on the other lane at time . saf denotes the buffer distance. The incentive criterion means vehicle cannot drive at desired speed on the current lane and the condition of the other lane is better than the current lane. The security criterion used here considers the relative motion of vehicle and its neighbour following vehicle.
Based on the survey, when a passenger car follows a truck, the passenger car driver will change lanes in advance even though the condition of the current lane can still satisfy his/her speed. Therefore, the incentive criterion in the basic rule is improved to be used in the truck impact rule. Other criterions in the basic rule and the truck impact rule are the same. The incentive criterion in the truck impact rule is as follows.
where dis represents the influence distance of trucks and is assumed as a constant in this paper. The truck impact works if ( ) is smaller than dis. When the passenger car is under the truck impact ( ( ) < dis), the driver will decide to change lanes in advance. Therefore, the threshold of lane change decreases ( ( )/(imp + 1) is smaller than ( ) obviously when imp > 0). From (4), ( )/(imp + 1) decreases as imp increases, which means the incentive criterion is much easier to meet with larger imp. So the greater the impact of trucks is, the stronger the motivation of changing lanes is.
Car-Following Rules.
In the car-following rules, vehicles will update their speed and longitudinal position. The four steps of car-following in the basic rule are as follows.
Acceleration:
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Collision avoidance:
Randomization:
with probability .
Movement:
In collision avoidance,
is the predicted speed of the preceding vehicle. is the anticipated parameter that reflects the degree of aggressive driving. is the randomization probability.
Based on the survey, when a passenger car follows a truck, the passenger car driver will enlarge the space gap and decelerate. Hence, the steps of collision avoidance and randomization are modified to be used in the truck impact rule. Other steps in the truck impact rule are the same as those in the basic rule. The modified steps of collision avoidance and randomization in the truck impact rule are as follows.
with probability , when ( ) ≥ dis,
Because of the impact of trucks, the sight distance of the following car is obstructed. Hence, in collision avoidance, the driver will anticipate the speed of the preceding truck conservatively to enlarge the space gap. The passenger car driver will drive more safely with an increase in the impacts of trucks. When the passenger car suffers the impact of trucks, the driver will also drive very carefully and control the speed all the time. Therefore, the probability of deceleration increases, signifying that the randomization probability increases. The randomization probability is related to the space gap and the impact of trucks. The greater the impact of trucks is and the closer the space gap is, the higher the randomization probability is. is a fixed constant.
Numerical Simulation and Analysis
Most previous CA models set the cell size with 7.5 m, which is too coarse, leading to unrealistic acceleration and deceleration rates. In the improved CA model, according to the actual sizes of vehicles, acceleration and deceleration rates, and so forth, in the used data set and the computational speed, the cell size is set as 1.5 m. A numerical simulation was performed with periodic boundary conditions and the road length is 5000 cells, that is, 7.5 km. For passenger cars, max was set as 25 cells/s (135 km/h) and acc and dec were taken as 2 cells/s 2 (3 m/s 2 ), while was 5 cells (7.5 m). For trucks, max was set as 15 cells/s (81 km/h) and acc and dec were taken as 1 cell/s 2 (1.5 m/s 2 ), while was 10 cells (15 m). These parameters refer to the trajectory data collected at southbound direction of the US highway 101 in Los Angeles, California, from the Next Generation Simulation project. The anticipated parameter , randomization probability , and critical lane-change probability l were 0.5, 0.2, and 0.5, respectively. The permitted time interval of lane change ℎ was 4 s, while buffer distance saf was set as 2 cells (3 m) [16] . The fixed constant was taken as 0.08, which is used to guarantee + (1 − ( )/dis) * * imp ≤ 1. In addition, the influence distance of trucks dis was taken as 50 cells (75 m) according to the literature [24] .
Note that the effect and magnitude are two factors in the study of the impact of trucks. In this study, however, the magnitude of the impact of trucks was not determined in detail through the survey. The emphasis of our study is to introduce the impact of trucks to the CA model and analyze the feature of traffic flow by changing it. For example, the fundamental diagram is determined by different imp and the effect is studied. Hence, it is not necessary to determine the absolute magnitude of the impact of trucks in this study. In some places of this study, the magnitude of the impact of trucks (i.e., imp) needs to be fixed to study the effect of the percentage of trucks. In this case, the value of imp will be set as 6 based on the result of question one in the survey (4.34/7 * 10 ≈ 6, since the range of the impact of trucks in the CA model is 0 to 10).
Let the total number of vehicles on the road be ; then the vehicle density was = /2 . If the percentage of trucks was , then the occupancy would be = ( * * + * (1 − ) * )/2 . The relationship between density and occupancy met = /( * + (1 − ) * ). The average system speed at time was 
Analysis of Fundamental Diagram.
The relationship between speed and occupancy with different percentages of trucks when imp = 6 is presented in Figure 2 (a). The speed is divided into two regions when the traffic is homogenous (only passenger cars or trucks in the system). In the region < critical , the speed remains unchanged and meets the relationship = max − . In the region > critical , the speed decreases with the occupancy. The speed is classified into three regions when the traffic is heterogeneous (both passenger cars and trucks in the system). The speed decreases sharply to the vicinity of the maximum speed of trucks in the region < 0.05. The speed tendency in the regions 0.05 < < critical and > critical is similar to that in the homogenous traffic described above. These results indicate that passenger cars are affected by trucks significantly and cannot maintain their own speed. In the congestion phase, the speed of heterogeneous traffic is between that of the passenger car-only traffic and that of the truck-only traffic and increases with the percentage of trucks. Since a truck can occupy more cells than a car, under the same occupancy, the total number of vehicles decreases as the percentage of trucks increases. Therefore, the interaction between vehicles is weakened in the congestion phase and the average speed of traffic flow increases. Figure 2(b) shows the relationship between traffic volume and occupancy with different percentages of trucks when imp = 6. Traffic volume increases with the occupancy when < critical and decreases with the occupancy when > critical . With an increase in percentages of trucks, the critical occupancy critical also increases. The value critical increases from 0.135 at = 0 to 0.315 at = 1. A significant difference can be found by comparing the relationship between traffic volume and occupancy in the proposed model with that in the model advocated in the literatures [20, 22, 25] (see Figure 3(b) ), which only have different characteristic parameters for different vehicle types (i.e., the proposed model when imp = 0). In Figure 3(b) , the maximum traffic volume decreases with the percentages of trucks. When > critical , traffic volume curves at different percentages of trucks gather together, which indicates that traffic volume is not influenced by the percentages of trucks. However, in Figure 2(b) , the maximum traffic volume first decreases and then increases with the percentages of trucks and traffic volume curves at different percentages of trucks do not gather together when > critical . In the region > critical , traffic volume decreases from = 0 to = 0.5 and reaches the minimum value at = 0.5. Then it increases from = 0.5 to = 1, suggesting that the percentages of trucks still have an influence on traffic volume in the congestion phase and the higher the mixed degree is, the more greatly the traffic volume decreases. To explain this phenomenon, the relationship between speed and occupancy from the two CA models was compared, as shown in Figures  2(a) and 3(a) . In free flow, the relationships between speed and occupancy in the two CA models stay the same. However, in the congestion phase, although the speed increases with the percentages of trucks, it increases little in the proposed CA model when ≤ 0.6. It is well known that volume equals speed multiplied by density. Under the same occupancy, the density decreases and speed increases with the percentages of trucks. In the CA models without considering the impact of trucks, the effect of decreased density counteracts the effect of increased speed and the volume keeps the same. Hence, it Discrete Dynamics in Nature and Society presents that the percentages of trucks have no influence on traffic volume. Nevertheless, in the proposed model, since the speed increases slowly when ≤ 0.6, the effect of decreased density is larger than the effect of increased speed and the volume decreases. After the speed increases fast when > 0.6, the effect of increased speed increases and the volume becomes higher. Hence, the interesting phenomenon appears in the proposed model. The main reason for this difference is that the proposed model considers the behaviour change of passenger cars under the impact of trucks. Passenger cars, as a class of particles in the system, have high manoeuvrability and are easy to be influenced by the surrounding environment. When = 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, trucks are close in number to passenger cars, and the probability of passenger car following truck is much higher on the road. Passenger cars choose to decelerate and change lanes because of the frequent truck impact. When the occupancy is high, the lane change will disturb the following vehicles on the other road and deteriorate the system efficiency. When = 0.2 or = 0.8, either few passenger cars or few trucks, the disturbance to the system is limited and efficiency does not decrease too much. In the CA models without considering the impact of trucks, the available cells increase with the percentages of trucks and passenger cars will use these cells to accelerate as far as possible and do not care about the existence of trucks. That is unrealistic in the real world.
The fundamental diagram with different truck impacts at = 0.2 is presented in Figure 4 . In free flow, traffic volume and speed are independent of the impact of trucks. However, the volume and speed both decrease with the impact of trucks in the congestion phase. It reflects that the impact of trucks works under congested traffic conditions. The critical occupancy critical also becomes smaller because of the higher truck impact. When < critical , the intervehicle interaction is weak, so the impact of trucks is insignificant. When > critical , the number of passenger cars influenced by trucks increases, so the impact of trucks becomes significant. Passenger car drivers control the speed and enlarge the space gap, leading to reduced traffic volume and speed. states are compared at truck percentages of 0 and 0.5, respectively, when imp = 6. When the occupancy is 0.05, vehicles in traffic flow of passenger cars only are evenly distributed with straight tracks, all of which are travelling at maximum speed. In the heterogeneous traffic flow, on the other hand, significant accumulation of vehicles and road vacancy are presented in the figure due to the obstruction by trucks. When the occupancy is 0.225, traffic flow of passenger cars only already enters the congestion phase and the black areas appear indicating the emergence of traffic congestion in the system. At that time, vehicles in the heterogeneous traffic flow still drive smoothly most of the time despite some small occasional disturbance. This difference also reflects that the critical occupancy of heterogeneous traffic flow is larger than that of traffic flow of passenger cars only.
Analysis of Spatiotemporal

Analysis of Speed Variance of Passenger Cars.
From the above analysis, the impact of trucks does not have a significant influence on traffic volume and speed when the critical occupancy has not yet been fetched. However, this does not mean absolutely no impact of trucks at that time.
The speed variance of passenger cars with different truck impacts when = 0.2 was studied and the results are shown in Figure 6 . From Figure 6 (a), the speed variance of passenger cars increases with the occupancy and reaches the highest value when = 0.3. The highest value is among 60.97-69.54 by different impacts of trucks. Then it starts to decrease. To better understand the impacts of trucks on the speed variance of passenger cars in different traffic conditions, the relationship between speed variance of passenger cars and the impact of trucks under different occupancies is exhibited in Figures 6(b), 6(c), and 6(d) . The impacts of trucks on the speed variance of passenger cars are different under different occupancies and there are three situations. When ≤ 0.3, the speed variance of passenger cars changes obviously and increases with the impacts of trucks. For example, the speed variance of passenger cars increases from 30.02 to 40.80 with the growth of the impact of trucks from 0 to 10 at = 0.1. When 0.3 < ≤ 0.7, the speed variance of passenger cars changes little. It seems that trucks affect the speed variance of passenger cars without regularity (e.g., the speed variance of passenger cars is almost the same when = 0.4, while it decreases slightly when = 0.5). When > 0.7, the speed variance of passenger cars decreases significantly with the impact of trucks. For instance, the speed variance of passenger cars decreases from 5.40 to 1.99 with the growth of the impact of trucks from 0 to 10 when = 0.9. Since trucks can affect the lane change of passenger cars in the proposed model, the lane-changing rate of passenger cars has been obtained and shown in Figure 7 . The lane-changing rate of passenger cars also increases with the occupancy firstly and reaches the highest value when = 0.3 and then decreases. When ≤ 0.3, a greater truck impact makes a higher lane-changing rate of passenger cars. Then the lanechanging rate of passenger cars under different truck impacts tends to become close when > 0.3. Under the impact of trucks, passenger car drivers decelerate when following the truck and try to change lanes more actively. When there are not many vehicles on the road ( ≤ 0.3), there will be many spaces for passenger cars to change lanes. Passenger cars which change lanes successfully can drive at a relatively high speed. However, passenger cars which still drive behind the truck have to drive at a slow speed. Because the average speed of passenger cars does not change, the speed variance becomes large. Truck impact can make this phenomenon more significant so that the speed variance increases with the impact of trucks when ≤ 0.3. When there are many vehicles on the road ( > 0.7), there are not enough spaces for passenger cars to change lanes. They can only drive behind the truck at slow speed. When the impact of trucks increases, the lane-changing rate remains the same and the speed of passenger car following truck decreases. This effect narrows the speed range of passenger cars and hence reduces their speed variance. The region of 0.3 < ≤ 0.7 is a transition and trucks do not affect the speed variance of passenger cars regularly. Speed variance is an important factor that indicates the stability of a traffic system. From the results, the impact of trucks will deteriorate the stability of traffic flow when the occupancy is low, while it can improve the stability of traffic flow when the occupancy is high.
Analysis of Space Gap.
A space gap is an important parameter in CA models, which determines the choice of deceleration and lane change in the update rules. This section studied the feature of the space gap of car-following-truck (C-T). The relationship between the space gap of C-T and occupancy under different impacts of trucks when = 0.2 is presented in Figure 8 . Because the average value of space gap is very large and changes a lot in the simulation when there are only a small number of vehicles, we only calculated and analyzed the space gap when ≥ 0.1. For ease of comparative analysis, the space gap of car-following-car (C-C) was also obtained. When 0.1 ≤ ≤ 0.2, the space gap of C-T is independent of the occupancy. The space gap fluctuates around a certain value. For example, the space gap of C-T is nearly 26.77 when imp = 6. When > 0.2, the space gap of C-T decreases with the occupancy. The impact of trucks has a significant influence on the space gap of C-T. Passenger cars will keep a larger space gap if the impact of trucks becomes greater. Comparing the space gap of C-T with that of C-C, there is an interesting difference between the two kinds of CA models. For the traditional heterogeneous CA model, that is, imp = 0, the space gap of C-T is smaller than that of C-C all the time. For the improved CA model, that is, imp > 0, the relative relationship between the space gap of C-T and that of C-C is changeable. When imp ≤ 3 and the occupancy is small, the space gap of C-T is also smaller than that of C-C. When the occupancy is larger than a certain value, the space gap of C-T will become larger than that of C-C. This certain value is related to the impact of trucks. A greater truck impact leads to a smaller value. For example, when imp = 1, 2, and 3, the certain value is 0.53, 0.39, and 0.26, respectively. When the impact of trucks is great enough, the space gap of C-T can be always larger than that of C-C (e.g., when imp ≥ 4). These results can be explained by the physical and operational characteristics of vehicles. In the traditional heterogeneous CA model, vehicles are designed to take full advantage of the free cells in front to accelerate to get speed advantages. Since passenger cars have advantages of maximum speed and acceleration compared with trucks, it is easy for passenger cars to catch up and keep a close distance with trucks in the same traffic condition. Hence, the space gap of C-T is smaller than that of C-C in the traditional heterogeneous CA model. In the improved CA model, although passenger cars still have the advantages of maximum speed and acceleration compared with trucks, passenger car drivers will no longer try to accelerate when following a truck but instead they decelerate in consideration of safety. They will enlarge the space gap between the truck and themselves. Therefore, the space gap of C-T can become larger than that of C-C in the improved CA model. From the questionnaire survey and literatures [5, [26] [27] [28] , the space gap of C-T should be larger than that of C-C in the real world. It indicates that the proposed CA model can reproduce the correct relationship of the space gap between C-T and C-C, but not in the traditional heterogeneous CA model. In the traditional heterogeneous CA model, the behaviour of the car driver is the same no matter whether cars or trucks are interfered. It means that the truck in the model is not like a truck, but a large-sized passenger car at slow speeds to the passenger car following behind. This difference will affect the analysis of the heterogeneous traffic flow and cause wrong results, which should be paid considerable attention to and improved. For example, space gap between vehicles affects the traffic capacity; if the wrong space gap is obtained, the traffic capacity will also be wrong. To obtain the detailed relationship between the space gap of C-T, occupancy, and truck impact, the linear and quadratic function were used to fit. The curve of space gap of C-T has two regions: in the region 0.1 ≤ < 0.2, the space gap of C-T only changes with the impact of trucks; in the region > 0.2, both occupancy and truck impact affect the change of the space gap of C-T. The 
To validate (11), 55 situations were chosen to perform a validation test (each imp selected 5 situations and these 55 situations were not used for equation development). The RMSE and adjusted 2 are 0.662 and 0.995, respectively, which means the equations can explain the space gap of C-T very well. Equations (11) meet the accuracy requirement and can be used to predict the space gap of C-T.
Conclusion and Discussions
This paper studied the impact of trucks on traffic flow based on the improved CA model. A questionnaire survey was conducted. From the survey, the impact of trucks exists when passenger cars drive behind a truck and it is significant. The behaviour of passenger car drivers changes under the impact of trucks, including enlarging the space, increasing the probability of deceleration, and changing lanes in advance. Grounded upon the existing heterogeneous CA models, the imp was introduced to reflect the degree to which trucks affect passenger cars quantitatively and the lane-change and car-following rules were modified to build the improved CA model. The simulation results show that (1) compared with the existing heterogeneous CA models, percentages of trucks still have a significant influence on traffic volume in the congestion phase in the proposed model and high mixed degree can cause a greater decline in traffic volumes. Traffic volume and speed decrease with the impact of trucks only in the congestion phase. (2) When the occupancy is high, truck impact makes the local congestion hard to vanish and traffic flow becomes more congested as the impact of trucks increases. (3) The speed variance of passenger cars is proportional to the impact of trucks when the occupancy is low and it becomes inversely proportional to the impact of trucks when the occupancy is high. (4) The space gap of C-T is affected by both occupancy and the impact of trucks. The space gap of C-T is not always smaller than that of C-C in the proposed model. The relative relationship is changeable at a certain value of occupancy, which is related to the impact of trucks. The proposed CA model has considered not only the performance differences between passenger cars and trucks, but also the impact of trucks on the behaviour of passenger cars. It can reflect the impact of trucks on traffic flow more comprehensively and improve the accuracy of the simulation of traffic flow. The simulation results can help to understand the impact of trucks on traffic flow further and provide a theoretical basis for improving road traffic efficiency and safety.
With limited resources and time, there are still some aspects this study could improve. Firstly, this study does not determine the magnitude of the impact of trucks specifically and uses the identical value. It is important to understand how the magnitude of the impact of trucks changes in different conditions by different factors. This could help to improve the accuracy of simulation in the further study and we will collect more field data to study this aspect. For the convenience of analysis, this paper only used the linear and quadratic functions to fit the space gap of C-T. The accuracy will be further improved if more function forms are used. Also, the impacts of trucks on trucks exist but are not as obvious as on passenger cars. This part is not explored in this study and can be considered further. Meanwhile, the responses of different kinds of vehicle drivers to the impact of trucks will be a focus in the next study to further improve the correctness and applicability of the proposed model.
